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Plečnik in the drawing room, around 1940
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JOŽE PLEČNIK 1872–1957

“He strived to establish architecture in his homeland, he fought for a sunny archi-
tecture. An outstanding draughtsman, a cultivator of form unmatched in Europe,  
an outstanding sculptor – the last knight of the Renaissance, not in the sense of  
a neo-style, but as a person who experiences things personally and tragically.” 1

This is how Dušan Grabrijan, the first graduate of the Ljubljana School of Archi-
tecture wrote about his teacher, the architect Jože Plečnik who was born on  
23 January 1872 in a craftsman’s family in Ljubljana. Plečnik’s father Andrej, 
married to Helena Molka,2 had a joinery shop in the Ljubljana suburb of Gradišče. 
There were four children in the family: beside Jože, there was his older sister 
Marija, his older brother Andrej and his younger brother Janez. His mother’s 
Catholic upbringing and a deep sense of duty to do an honest day’s work  
marked the future architect for life.

After he finished primary school, Plečnik abandoned schooling already after his 
first year of grammar school, and had no option but to return to his father‘s join-
ery shop. He inherited his talent from his father and was destined to later take 
over the family business, yet he soon experienced how difficult this profession is.

He then continued his schooling in Graz, where he attended the Joinery De-
partment at the State Trades School. He first encountered architecture when 
studying with Professor Leopold Theyer, whom he helped draw up plans for the 
construction of the new Graz bypass. He developed into an excellent draughts-
man. In spring 1892 his father died unexpectedly, but Jože was still too inexperi-
enced to take over the home joinery shop. He left for Vienna and started working 
for the renowned company of J. W. Müller as a furniture designer, while in his 
spare time he looked for inspiration in the museums and galleries of Vienna. For 
two years he was an interior designer for wealthy commissioners.

In 1894, encouraged by his family he presented his designs to Otto Wagner,3 who 
had then started his professorship at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts. Wagner 
was quick to notice Plečnik‘s extraordinary drafting talent, and first accepted 
him into his studio to give him the professional knowledge he was missing. After 
just one year he was able to enrol as a full-time student at the Department of 
Architecture at the Vienna Academy, and concluded his study in 1898 as the best 
graduate in Professor Wagner‘s class. He was awarded the so-called »Roman 
grant« that in 1898–99 enabled him to go on a study trip to Italy and France.  
His outstanding talent and creative potential were also perceived by Adolf Loos4:

Ana Porok

“ARCHITECTURE BEGINS AND ENDS WITH STONE”

The Plečnik family, at the front the mother 
Helena and father Andrej, at the back  
the children (from the left) Jože, Andrej, 
Janez and Marija, around 1889 

1 Grabrijan, Plečnik in njegova šola [Plečnik and His 
School], p. 8. This book also contains Plečnik's 
thought taken as the title of this article.

2 Helena Molka (1831–1899), married Plečnik; her son 
Jože respected her very much and was extremely 
attached to her.

3 Otto Wagner (1841–1918) was an Austrian architect, 
urban planner and theoretician; in 1894 he became 
a professor at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts 
and is considered one of the pioneers of modern 
architecture.

4 Adolf Loos (1870–1933), an Austrian architect of the 
Czech origin, an influential European theoretician of 
modern architecture, Plečnik's contemporary.
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“The prize [the Rome Prize of the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna] has not been 
awarded to a square metre of drawing paper but to the man Plečnik. And he is 
the rarest of people, someone in need of Italian air like a morsel of bread. Because 
Plečnik is the hungriest of our young architects. That is why he needs to be fed. We 
can be sure of one thing: Whatever he will consume he will return it to us a thou-
sandfold.” 5

In Vienna, Plečnik started his independent creative path, opening his own archi-
tectural bureau in 1900. In the first years furniture design is what brought him 
a great reputation. He built several villas and rental buildings for rich Viennese 
bourgeoisie. Zacherl house (1903–1905), signifying the climax of his early crea-
tivity, stands out with his distinctly personal style. At the time, the building was 
considered one of the most progressive technological achievements of modern 
architecture in Vienna. His Church of the Holy Spirit (1910–1913) in the workers' 
district of Ottakring with its integrated design and use of reinforced concrete is 
one of the first serious attempts at a thorough renewal of the spiritual dimension 
of Catholicism at that time.

It is due to the lack of commissions in Vienna and the offer made by his Czech 
friend Jan Kotĕra, who ensured Plečnik the post of a professor at the Academy 
of Applied Arts in Prague, that in 1911 Plečnik decided to move to Prague. For 
almost a decade, he then only performed teaching work which enabled him 
to immerse himself in the study of antique art. On 5 November 1920, Tomaš G. 
Masaryk, the first democratically elected Czechoslovakian president appointed 
Plečnik the main architect for renovation of the Prague castle. Plečnik was 
redecorating the castle with his faithful aide Otto Rothmayer up until 1934. He 
transformed the former absolutist imperial building into a symbol of the new 
democratic state and freedom. He rearranged the courtyards, gardens, staircas-
es, and decorated the representation rooms and the president's apartment. He 
drew the symbolism that inspired him in his castle interventions from the Czech 
folk tradition. Here, Plečnik achieved one of his creative peaks. Later, he built the 
Church of the Most Sacred Heart of Our Lord (1928–1932) in the Prague suburb 
of Vinohrady.

Although he had perfect working conditions ensured in Prague, he decided to 
return to his native Ljubljana as soon as he was offered the opportunity. This 
was also the result of political changes, when in 1919 the long awaited Slovenian 
university was founded in the new state of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and 
Slovenians. The University commission entrusted Ivan Vurnik with the task of 
organising the Department of Architecture within the Technical Faculty. Vurnik 
invited Maks Fabiani and Jože Plečnik to hold the post of professor. Plečnik initial-
ly hesitated, but confirmed his acceptance of the professorship after Fabiani did 
not respond to the invitation. On 16 June 1920, Plečnik was unanimously elected 
a full professor of architecture and started to teach in the winter semester of the 
1921/22 academic year. That is how two parallel opuses started to emerge – the 
Prague and the Ljubljana ones – that intertwined and influenced each other for 
over a decade.

Plečnik in Vienna, around 1898

5 »Nicht dem Quadratmeter Zeichenpapier, sondern dem 
Menschen Pletschnik [sic] wurde der Preis [Rom-Preis 
der Akademie der bildenden Künste, Wien] zuerkannt. 
Und das ist ein höchst seltener Mensch, ein Mensch, 
der die italienische Luft nöthig hat wie einen Bissen 
Brot. Denn Pletschnik ist der hungrigste unter unseren 
jungen Architekten. Deswegen muß man ihm auch zu 
essen geben. Des Einen sind wir gewiß: Was er auch 
immer verbraucht, er wird es uns tausendfach an Kraft 
zurückgeben.« 
Adolf Loos, Aus der Wagnerschule. In: Neue Freie 
Presse, 31. 7. 1898, p. 12.
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»Plečnik was a distinctively self-taught person. The school had no influence 
whatsoever on him. Everything he heard he accepted with extreme prudence 
and reservation, often after a strainful reflection. Conversely, however, he took in 
with unwitting ease forms and decorative elements which he complemented with 
tremendous talent and skill. It is understandable and even essential that some-
times this was at the expense of construction and the organic side of the matter. He 
is standing high above his average professional colleagues. Plečnik knew how to 
protect his authority in front of his clients.«6 This is how Maks Fabiani, Plečnik’s by 
then well-established colleague, assessed him.7

Plečnik's beginnings in Ljubljana were modest. He arranged his own home in the 
Ljubljana quarter of Trnovo (1923–1925) and soon started to receive important 
orders: the construction of the church of St. Francis in the Ljubljana quarter of 
Šiška (1925–1930), the design of the Church of the Lord's Ascension in Bogo-
jina (1925–1930), the Chamber of Commerce, Crafts and Industry in Ljubljana 
(1925–1927), the People's Savings and Loans Bank in Celje (1927–1933), the Mutual 
Insurance Society in Ljubljana (1928–1930), the Church of St. Anthony in Belgrade 
(1929–1932), the National and University Library in Ljubljana (1936–1941), the 
Church of St. Michael on the Ljubljana Moor (1936–1939), a complex of mortu-
aries at the Ljubljana Žale cemetery (1939–1941), the Ursuline grammar school 
(1939–1941) and the Ljubljana open market (1940–1942). His main urban designs 
in Ljubljana were the design of the Vegova street axis with its exit to Congress 
Square and Star Park, the design of the Ljubljanica and Gradaščica embankments 
with a series of bridges; Zois street with the St. James bridge, the design of Tivoli 
Park and the Roman Wall; as well as the surroundings of the church of St. Bart-
holomew in Šiška, and the Entrenchment Šance at the castle hill. 

Not only with architecture, Plečnik also influenced his students with his ap-
pearance. »He was dressed very simply. He wore a dark suit with a waistcoat, a 
simple shirt with a stiff collar and around his neck he wore a tie (a bowtie) that was 
slipped on. He did not know footwear other than widely designed half-boots.8 On 
his head he wore a wide-brimmed hat with an open crown.« During their studies, 
his students imitated their professor's outfit as a sign of affiliation. Anton Suhad-
olc calls them Plečnikians. He himself joined in with the imitation of the master's 
appearance.9

After World War Two, Plečnik mainly designed monuments of the National Liber-
ation Struggle, renovated several churches and fitted out several baptisteries and 
chapels. The most prominent tasks of his late creative work are the renovation of 
Ljubljana’s Križanke open theatre (1952–1956) and the construction of a pavilion 
on the Brioni islands (1956).

Jože Plečnik was a member of the Masaryk Academy since 1925. In 1938, he 
became one of the first members of the newly-formed Slovenian Academy of 
Sciences and Arts, and was named an honorary citizen of Ljubljana in 1939. In 
1949 he received the Prešeren Award, the highest Slovenian national award 
for artistic achievements. In 1952, on his 80th anniversary, he was awarded an 
honorary doctorate of both the University of Ljubljana and the Technical Univer-

Plečnik in Prague, 1913

6 Hrausky, Koželj , Maks Fabiani, Ljubljana 2010, p. 21.
7 Maks Fabiani (1865–1962), an architect of Slovenian 

origin, urban planner, professor, innovator and 
theoretician.

8 Plečnik wore half-boots without laces (ankle-boots) 
called “štifletke”.

9 Krečič, Plečnik in jaz [Plečnik and me], pp. 157–158. 
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sity of Vienna, and in 1954 he was nominated an honorary member of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects.

He died on 7 January 1957 in his home in Trnovo, and he is buried in his family 
grave in the Ljubljana Žale cemetery.10

When Plečnik died, Edvard Ravnikar, his student and a central Slovenian architect 
after Plečnik, appraised Plečnik’s creative principle as follows: »He was an idealist 
and he measured the present with a measuring stick of the past, he was conserv-
ative and saw his role models in the past, and perhaps that is why he managed to 
establish the firm discipline that is needed for any path to the future. Many times 
during his life he stood to the side, looking for his non-existent Renaissance prince, 
while showing with his diligence and engagement how the work should be done. 
Many people see in him a designer of ornamental details and small articles; while 
he also showed how to correctly and firmly lay stone upon stone, which is the 
essence of an architect's knowledge, and is more important than the style in which 
this is done.«11

PLEČNIK’S HOUSE IN TRNOVO

DESIGNING A HOME

In autumn 1921, after decades of living abroad Jože Plečnik came to Ljubljana for 
good as an acknowledged architect, and started to teach at the newly founded 
Department of Architecture at the Technical Faculty.

To better understand the circumstances that made Plečnik move in Trnovo, 
we need to know his family better as the three brothers and sister were very 
close to each other. Plečnik’s older brother Andrej12 was a priest and at the time 

View of Plečnik's house from the 
presbytery garden, around 1935

10 This chapter is summarised after the following 
literature: KREČIČ, Peter: Jože Plečnik – Ljubljana: 
DZS, 1992; KREČIČ, Peter: Jože Plečnik, moderni klasik 
[ Jože Plečnik, a Modern Classic].– Ljubljana: DZS, 1999; 
PRELOVŠEK, Damjan: Plečnikova zbirka [The Plečnik 
Collection]. – Ljubljana: Arhitekturni muzej, 1974.

11 Ravnikar, Jože Plečnik, p. 1.
12 Andrej Plečnik (1866–1931), the priest; he worked in 

Idrija, Ljubljana, Kočevje and Repnje. Jože respected 
him greatly and appreciated his opinion. He is buried 
in Vodice in Gorenjska.
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worked in Kočevje, and his younger brother Janez13 was a professor at the Faculty 
of Medicine in Ljubljana and lived in an apartment on St. Peter’s street (today’s 
Trubarjeva Street) in Ljubljana.

When he visited Ljubljana and when he finally left Prague, Plečnik temporarily 
stayed with his sister Marija,14 with the married name Matkovič, who lived with 
her family in a house on 10 Pred škofijo (today’s Cyril-Methodius Square). She 
and her husband Dragotin had three children, namely two daughters Marija15  
and Jela,16 and a son Karel.17

In 1915, thinking of the time after his retirement Andrej bought a house in 
the Ljubljana district of Trnovo with his modest savings. To provide a calm 
home for himself, Jože Plečnik decided to live in this house and so he started 
to renovate it. For an architect this was a necessary decision as he wanted to 
arrange an appropriate space for his drafting room, which was not possible in 
his sister’s home. So he first arranged the old part of the house at 4 Karunova 
Street, which encompassed a kitchen on the ground floor and two rooms with 
a drafting room on the upper floor. He used his own entrance in the northern 
part of the house and built a wooden staircase in the entrance hall that leads 
to the rooms on the upper floor. The plastered roof construction and the 
jutting roofs with windows protruding from the roof surface created a light 
and functional architecture of his new abode, while the rest of the house was 
still occupied by tenants.

On 9 October 1921, Jože Plečnik finally moved into the house at 4 Karunova, and 
it was here that he gradually created his home, where he stayed until his death. 
He liked a life that was secluded from the town’s centre in the relatively modest 
town district.

In one of his letters to his brother Andrej, Jože gives a good description of his 
living conditions during the first year after he had moved in, and how he had 
experienced Ljubljana, before he interfered in the town’s image with his archi-
tecture.

»My dearest Andrej!

The visit of your Mr. P. strangely surprised me and made me sad because it was at 
once clear to me that I would not be able to help. I do not know a single person in 
Zagreb to whom I could write – and at least at the moment I do not know of any 
intermediary. We, so-called professors here are strangers to each other to the core. 
If we meet each other on the street and see each other – we have good eyes – we 
greet each other politely – but we do not stop and do not communicate in any way. 
Well, to some extent I quite like it this way. Apart from our professors in Ljubljana, I 
do not know anybody at all – I do not associate with anybody – including women. …

I believe there is one week of holiday left. It is high time that I start writing my 
‘lectures’. The most dull work for me.«

Then in the same letter he goes on about his life in the house in Trnovo:

13 Prof. Janez Plečnik (1875–1940) studied medicine 
in Vienna and was promoted to a Ph.D. in 1899. 
He specialised in pathological anatomy. Upon the 
foundation of the Ljubljana University in 1919 he 
was nominated associate and later a full professor 
of anatomy. He was among the first organisers of 
the medical faculty, also its dean and several times 
vice dean, as well as the head of the Institute for 
Anatomy. He taught forensic medicine at the Faculty 
of Law. He loved nature and music and was an 
excellent piano player.

14 Marija Plečnik (1865–1929), married Matkovič, a 
housewife; her husband Dragotin had a barber's shop 
in the centre of the town.

15 Marija Matkovič (1895–1993), a teacher, later 
continued her studies in Vienna and was trained as 
a remedial teacher. She was the first to introduce 
specialised units for mentally impaired children in 
Ljubljana’s elementary schools, and when she retired 
she took care of her elderly uncle Jože Plečnik.

16 Jela Matkovič, (1897–1977), married Likar, a teacher at 
the School for Housekeepers at Mladika.

17 Karel Matkovič (1900–1971), a priest; an initiator of 
the construction of the Church of St. Michael on the 
Ljubljana Moor. He took care of his uncle's legacy in 
Plečnik's house until his death.
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“This year there were many pears – we picked them early because some night 
eaters started to be noticed. What a pity they quickly turn yellow on the shelf and 
need to be eaten. The grapes on the southern side were so dismal and ugly that 
they were not to anybody’s taste. I think that it would be better to transplant the 
vine from there to here. If the weather is good, this coming week the potatoes will 
need to be hoed. There is no end to the tomatoes, it seems. But I miss Marička,18 
who knows how to use such things for our stomachs. I know little, at least I think I 
have to eat, that I eat from a home garden. Since I’ve been in this house, I have not 
gone around the corner of the house, where the cesspit is, except at the beginning. 
I don’t know whether the cottage there is still standing or not. I look forward to 
winter – certainly not for the cold, but for the night.”

Plečnik concludes the letter in a melancholic tone and with an impression about 
his hometown so foreign to him: 

“I only know one way: across the Franciscan bridge in front of the Bishop’s palace 
– and even this is more pleasant to see at night due to the people and due to the 
indescribably ugly town. It is not that I intend to construct a town or anything, and 
I never have, but Ljubljana is intolerably ugly. Is it the expression of a human soul? 
Then we are strange people.«19

His opinion of Ljubljana changed when, based on his respect for what is old, he 
started to interfere in the architecture and urban structure of the town.

About a year after the architect’s arrival in Ljubljana, the brothers and sister 
decided to build an extension to the old house, and that this whole should 
eventually become a new home for the Plečnik family. They tried hard to per-
suade Andrej to leave Kočevje for Ljubljana. Janez lived separated from his wife 
and did not have a family so he was ready to move to Trnovo. While their sister 
Marija was not very enthusiastic about moving, her brothers expected her to 
come anyway and they planned the space in the house also for her family. Yet, 

Plečnik's plan of the extension to the house 
at 4 Karunova Street, May 1923

18 Sister Marija Matkovič
19 Krečič, Jože Plečnik, moderni klasik [ Jože Plečnik, A 

modern Classic], pp. 127–129, letter as of 1. 10. 1922.
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fate had wanted that only the architect would ultimately find his permanent 
home here.

BUILDING THE EXTENSION

There was not much money for the construction so Plečnik was thinking about 
several variations for extending the house. First, he made a design of the ground 
floor extension on a square ground plan with a level roof.20 This was followed by 
a plan of the upper floor of the extension which was designed to carry the fol-
lowing inscription on its front: Watch and be quiet!. He was also thinking about 
a detached house, built in the garden, but the project was financially even more 
demanding and he thus abandoned it. So he was thinking a lot about the best 
solution for expanding the house. Finally, he designed a one-storey extension 
on the circular ground floor plan which was, albeit with some corrections, also 
carried out in the end.

He decided on a cylindrical extension to the old house, making his long-nurtured 
wish to live in a tower come true. He wrote about it to his Czech friend Jan Kotĕra 
as early as in 1908.21

For himself Plečnik designed a small room on the ground floor, designed as a 
monk‘s cell, barely big enough to fit in a bed and a sink. He planned his drafting 
room in a much larger round room with big windows looking out onto the 
garden. He allocated two rooms on the top floor to his younger brother Janez, 
while Andrej and his sister Marija were meant to arrange their rooms in the old 
part of the house when they moved in. The kitchen on the ground floor of the 
old building was to be the only joint meeting place, where the sister and brothers 
could come together for their common meals. Therefore, the extension was 
made with awareness of the need for relatively separate spaces arranged so as 
to provide their residents with the least mutual disturbance. That is why from 
the beginning he planned a separate entrance to the extension, which lies on the 
northern side of the house and leads to the hallway that connects the old house 
with the extension.

The roofing material of the tower is surprising since, rather than the usual 
cylinder, Plečnik decided to use a gently sloping gable roof that fully covers the 
extension. Originally, the roof was covered in roofing felt (tar paper) which, how-
ever, started to leak, so he later substituted it with galvanized sheet metal. While 
his brother Andrej and a co-worker Anton Suhadolc advised him to cover the 
roof with copper, he still decided to use cheaper material.22 First, he intended to 
build the roof in the shape of a gently sloping cone, out of whose centre a more 
steeply sloped cone would rise. But he soon found a solution for his gable roof; 
cylindrical fortress towers were covered in a similar way in some places in Spain, 
as had been pointed out to him by his student France Tomažič, and Plečnik, as 
Janko Omahen23 reports in his book, enthusiastically accepted this solution.

Towards the end of spring in 1924, the extension was roughly finished and partly 
furnished. Plečnik wanted to settle the accounts with the Slograd company that 

Photograph of Plečnik‘s extension,  
around 1925

20 The designs from 1923 are kept in the Plečnik 
collection of the MGML.

21 Prelovšek, Jože Plečnik - Jan Kotĕra, pp. 103–104.
22 Krečič , Plečnik in jaz [Plečnik and me], p. 143.
23 Omahen, Izpoved [Confession], p. 101.
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had carried out the masonry works. The director of Slograd, Professor Alojz Kràl, 
suggested that the statement of account be prepared by Anton Suhadolc, his 
young assistant in the Construction Department. Suhadolc diligently completed 
the task entrusted to him, and was so overwhelmed by Plečnik‘s personality that 
he offered him all of his expert knowledge and powers. In him Plečnik found an 
expert he could entrust the management of the construction of his buildings. 
They collaborated for many years, and Suhadolc later described their relationship 
in his memoirs.24

When construction of the extension came to an end, it was only his brother Jan-
ez who moved into Trnovo, but even their life together did not last long. Janez‘s 
room was furnished first; clearly, the architect really wanted his brother to move 
into his new home as soon as possible. The room has four large windows, looking 
westwards. On the northern side, he placed two triangular prisms for wardrobes 
and in between them he put the bed and some high-reaching panelling. The 
place to the right of the door was reserved for high wardrobes, while he placed 
bookshelves under the windows. All of the furnishings were made from soft pine 
wood that was neither stained nor lacquered. The ceiling was also wooden, made 
up of four fields. Beside the door to the cabinet, there is a high cylindrical fur-
nace. Plečnik planned to place Janez‘s piano close to the windows. The brothers 
were quite different characters, with their needs and wishes being too different 
for them to manage to live together. After just a few months, Janez returned to 
his old apartment on St. Peter‘s road, today‘s Trubarjeva street. He died there on 
5 December 1940. Plečnik‘s sister Marija never moved into the house in Trnovo; 
she died in 1929, soon after her husband.

Only after many years did Andrej finally leave Kočevje, but not for Ljubljana; he 
moved to be a spiritual teacher for the Ursuline nuns in the village of Repnje, 
where he died on 24 June 1931. Jože was very hurt by his death as he had lost 
the one person who had given him decisive support after their mother had died. 
He was his advisor in very practical as well as professional matters. He strongly 
influenced Jože with his sternness and frugality, and by having asceticism as his 
life motto, to which Plečnik also felt close.

In spring 1927 he covered the access way on the northern side of the house just 
beside the parish church‘s garden with a simple corrugated roof on ordinary iron 
holders. The solution was functional as he could reach the entrance dry and the 
house was protected against humidity. In general, protecting the house against 
humidity was a continuous concern of Plečnik. In 1927, he thus added a hallway to 
the extension‘s new entrance, serving as a reception room and a lapidarium. The 
large entrance door was a gift from Matko Prelovšek,25 and the windows were 
also a donation.26

Anton Suhadolc unselfishly helped Plečnik with decorating the extension, 
constructing the hallway and the conservatory, in works around the house 
and elsewhere. He became very close to his master as a person with the latter 
inviting him to come visit every Sunday; after 1937 they drifted apart, becoming 
slowly estranged from each other over several years, but they still maintained  

Plečnik in front of the added entrance hall, 
around 1935

24 Krečič, Plečnik in jaz [Plečnik and me].
25 Engineer Matko Prelovšek (1876–1955) was a 

construction engineer who studied construction at 
the Vienna Technical School, and held office in the 
urban construction bureau in Ljubljana from 1903 to 
1937, and was its head between 1914–1937. Plečnik 
and he were good friends.

26 Hrausky, Koželj, Prelovšek , Plečnikova Ljubljana 
[Plečnik's Ljubljana], p. 69.
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a connection through letters. In his memoirs, he describes Plečnik and the 
construction of the house in Trnovo:

„Plečnik made an enormous impression on me. At that moment, I would do any-
thing for him he had asked me to – in short, I was completely overwhelmed by him. 
Our conversations began, long conversations which died away only in 1937. They 
lasted then for a full 14 years. These were 14 years of our cheerful, devoted, fruitful 
collaboration … Obviously, Plečnik liked me like that, and from our first meeting we 
were together almost every day, if not at school then at his place.

The surroundings of Plečnik‘s house, that is Andrej‘s house in Trnovo, looked quite 
abandoned. So with Plečnik we first constructed the entrance hall. I installed the 
concrete pipes along the border with the parish house, mounted small iron columns 
with iron transverse beams on them and above these a roof covered with asbestos 
shingles. At first, these were only laid down which, however, did not work well, so 
we later fixed them on. I did this in February and March 1927. Then the hallway 
was paved. The cellar of the extension leaked water, which needed to be prevent-
ed. Plečnik and I closed the entrance veranda on the western side. Along the exit 
border we made a ditch, and then a stonecutter brought a full cart of broken stone, 
capitals and vases, small columns and the like. We arranged these things around 
the yard and the entrance veranda. Oh, how many times we moved them about!“ 27

THE PURCHASE OF THE NEIGHBOURING HOUSE AND THE UNIFICATION OF  
THE GARDENS

“One day Plečnik said that the neighbouring house at 6 Karunova Street was for 
sale. He asked me whether he should buy it. I replied there was not much to think 
about, it is his neighbourhood. ‘Think’, I said to him, ‘of getting a tinsmith as your 
neighbour, who would keep banging about the yard all the livelong day. It would 
be unbearable.’ So he decided to buy the house…” 28

Accordingly, in 1928 the architect also bought the house at 6 Karunova and 
with the garden that was attached his estate became quite enlarged. He did 
not change this house in any way since he was renting it out. He gained a large 
garden, however, on the southern side of his house, where over the next year 
he built a conservatory with a special hot-air brick furnace built in it for heating. 
During winter this is where he kept his flowers and other plants. 

Suhadolc recollects:

“Immediately after acquiring this house, Plečnik started to plan the summer 
veranda (a greenhouse), which would lean on the firewall of the new extension on 
the southern side, and would stand entirely in the garden of house no. 6. No sooner 
was the plan designed than he harnessed me to find him an appropriate contractor. 
Apart from the large windows made of reinforced concrete with glass windowpanes 
made by Jože Cihlař, everything else was done by the Masonry Co-operative from 
Vič. I think that the veranda windows were the first concrete windows in Ljubljana 
ever. The pavement was executed in the form of veneziana for which the plates 

27 Krečič, Plečnik in jaz [Plečnik and me], pp. 139–140.
28 Ibid., pp. 143–144.
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were brought to him by Ljubljana stonecutters. Mostly, these were pieces of broken 
stone plates and similar.

In this place Plečnik had had a table stove put which, however, did not seem to turn 
out well. Thus only on sunny days in spring and autumn, he brought out a table 
and some chairs onto the veranda, and here we chatted. During summer, it was  
too hot…” 29

The vast garden around the house is linked to the long-standing friendship 
between Plečnik and Emilija Fon30 with whom he kept correspondence for a 
whole quarter of the century. In their letters, they at first exchanged thoughts 
about small house chores and events, while Emilija showed him her affection 
with small acts of attention. She sent him good home-made wine and brandy, 
and provided him with plants for his garden, especially the vine which Plečnik 
grew different sorts of in his garden.31 Knowing that he liked animals and 
nature, she even gave him a young kitten, for he had sent her a photograph 
of him with his dog Sivko which Matko Prelovšek had given him, and which 
he kept as a pet for many years. Plečnik expressed his appreciation for her 
attention with kind words, and Fon understood his affection as an invitation 
to become part of his life. He often invited her in his letters to come visit him 
or even move to Ljubljana so that their contacts could become more frequent. 
Through his words she began to believe ever more strongly that she could be-
come his wife. She revealed her love to him in a letter, and Plečnik responded 
with surprise as he could not understand how she could have misinterpreted 
his words in such a way. Their correspondence was interrupted, but two years 
later, Emilija wrote again, and slowly they restored their friendship. Over the 
years she grew on him very much and became his confidante since outside the 
family she was probably the only woman he addressed informally. Even later 
Emilija did not marry. 

Later, Plečnik became very attached to his nephew Karel Matkovič who was a 
priest, the soul of the construction of St. Michael‘s Church in the Ljubljana Barje 
marshes and its first manager, as well as to his unmarried niece whom her family 
called Maca. After her mother died, she visited her uncle more and more often, 
ran errands for him, and was of great support to him in his old years.

For housework, he had to get help from a hired housekeeper who cooked for 
him and took care of the large vegetable garden at the house. At first, there were 
several of them, and then from 1932 till his death the house was kept by Urška 
Luzar,32 coming from nearby Šentjernej. This is how she recollects master Plečnik:

„I served the master architect Jože Plečnik in Trnovo for one month short of 25 years. 
I was his housekeeper. I also worked in the garden. Oh, how he loved the garden 
and the flowers. Everything in nature excited him tremendously. He was fond of 
long strolls and interminably long conversations with his friends. The art historian 
Dr France Stelè and the author Franc Saleški Finžgar were among them. Their heat-
ed discussions sometimes lasted long into the night. Yet ever y morning the master 
was fit and fresh. He loved order and adhered to it himself.

Photograph of Plečnik with Sivko, sent  
to Emilija Fon in a letter dated 15. 10. 1934

29 Ibid., pp. 144–145.
30 Emilija Fon (1897–1984), a pharmacist (it is not 

exactly known where she and Plečnik met) 
who managed a private pharmacy from 1927 
in Kostanjevica upon Krka; she and Plečnik 
corresponded between 1930–1955; the 310 letters  
are kept in the Plečnik collection of the MGML.

31 Petruša Štrukelj, Pisma Jožeta Plečnika Emiliji Fon 
[Letters by Jože Plečnik to Emilija Fon], p. 37.

32 Urška Luzar (1899–1987), Plečnik's housekeeper  
in 1932–1957.
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If he went on a trip, he always sent me a postcard. His acquaintances kept teasing 
me »Well, Urška would you marry Mr Plečnik?«. I was quite used to such teasing. But 
nothing ever happened between us. He was a deeply religious and dignified man. 
Work meant everything to him and I am really happy to have been able to live in 
the shadow of this great man.

I must say that he was in love with our small country of Slovenia. He truly loved it 
immeasurably, and was happy if he could do anything beautiful. He was talking of 
Ljubljana as the most beautiful thing, but he also became angry about all kinds of 
mistakes in architecture and the construction industry. I also know that architecture 
students were quite afraid of him.

He was extraordinarily modest in his diet. He did not overly appreciate meat. But he 
liked a lot of vegetables, and especially our local dishes from Šentjernej. Very sim-
ple stews. He used to say: »Yes, Urška, you cooked this very well. Do it again some-
time«. We ate separately, and he was tremendously satisfied that I cleared away on 
the spot so that everything was always clean at our place, and he would often say: 
»There is no true home without a housekeeper. But there is a tremendous difference 
between one housekeeper and another. You, Urška, are just the right one!«. Once in 
a while he made his little joke. Otherwise, he was serious and almost too dignified. 
What I liked best in him was that I never heard a curse come from his mouth.

Even when he died I was at his side. Throughout his life he had been healthy. His 
nephew who also lived with him said to me: »Urška, stay with my uncle because 
he is very weak«. I stood there and suddenly he died like a candle at the great age 
of 85 years. I felt as if my best friend had died. And he truly was. I have never met 
anyone else of his like in my life.«33

PLEČNIK’S HOUSE BECOMES A MUSEUM

After Plečnik’s death on 7 January 1957, his nephew Karel Matkovič inherited his 
entire legacy. He moved into the house and carefully managed his uncle’s legacy; 
it is mainly due to him that Plečnik’s extension and furnishings have been pre-
served in such original form. After his death (in 1971), his heirs decided to sell the 
house and the property along with all the artist’s legacy to the city of Ljubljana.

The corner part of the house at 4 Karunova Street that reaches the road re-
mained in private property as Karel Matkovič left this part of the house to School 
Sisters de Notre Dame, who rent the premises out.

On 1 April 1972, the City Municipality of Ljubljana founded the Museum of Ar-
chitecture of Ljubljana. In 1974, Plečnik‘s house was renovated and opened to 
the public. Due to the sensitivity of material on paper, the collection of Plečnik‘s 
sketches and designs was moved from the museum part of the house to a 
temporary deposit room in the monumentally less sensitive part of 4 Karunova 
Street, where it was possible to review, edit and study the material.

In 2001, a reception space for visitors was created on the ground floor in the 
house at 6 Karunova Street, while on the upper floor curatorial rooms of 

33 Lesar, Gospodinja velikega mojstra [The Great 
Master's Housekeeper], p. 9.
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Plečnik‘s collection were arranged. Today, precious original drawings and plans 
are kept in the deposit rooms, arranged by individual subjects and projects in 
chronological order. A very extensive part of the material of Plečnik‘s collection 
comprises different and often unrealised projects for Ljubljana, followed by 
individual designs for numerous Slovenian towns – regulations, renewals and 
proposals of monuments. Then there is the vast set of correspondence with 
approximately 400 contemporaries preserved in the collection, including above 
all the famous Otto Wagner, Tomaš G. Masaryk, Ivan Hribar and many others. 
Also of great value is the collection of photographs with rare portraits of Plečnik 
and documentary recordings of different projects while during construction and 
upon their completion. Today, students‘ works are also kept in the depository, 
along with some student theses Plečnik had arranged to be brought to his house 
during the Second World War. Two graduate theses written in 1924 by the first 
graduates of the Department of Architecture of the Technical Faculty in Ljubljana 
should be mentioned here, namely those of Dušan Grabrijan and France Tomažič. 
They were followed by Vinko Glanz, Edvard Ravnikar, Edvard Mihevc and others. 
Different models in wood, plaster and clay are also preserved along with the 
archives of the club of architecture students called Hearth of the Architects 
Academics.34

In 2010, Plečnik‘s house came under the management of the Museum and 
Galleries of the Municipality of Ljubljana. The City Municipality of Ljubljana then 
purchased part of the house that was still privately owned. At the end of 2013, 
after its tenants had moved to a replacement apartment, the extensive renova-
tion of Plečnik‘s house began. Today, the house is again open to the public.

While the newly acquired premises host a permanent exhibition showing the 
architect‘s opus in Vienna and Prague, the exhibition is primarily devoted to 
presenting his architecture in Ljubljana. Visitors can see many interesting things 
from the master‘s personal life.

The ground floor of the house includes an information point with a museum 
shop and a large room designed for different pedagogical and adult-education 
programmes. The upper floor contains the research centre with a library and 
a room for occasional exhibitions. It is our wish that Plečnik‘s house with its 
education and adult-education programmes will become a starting point for 
sightseeing of Plečnik‘s Ljubljana. Its exhibition programme will shed light on 
different aspects of the master‘s vast opus and with its scientific and research 
work contribute to in-depth knowledge and promotion of Plečnik‘s creative 
oeuvre.

The guided tour of Plečnik‘s originally preserved and furnished rooms remains a 
key experience for a visitor. A guide can take the visitor to see the entrance hall, 
the corridor, kitchen, bedroom with a bathroom, small reception room, round 
staircase, upper floor studio, cabinet and the conservatory. Due to the extraordi-
nariness and sensitivity of the material, sightseeing of the house is only possible 
with expert guidance adjusted to different age groups, and for larger groups it is 
limited to seven people.

34 The Hearth of the Architects Academics was a club 
of students of architecture founded in 1921, and 
its activities died down during the Second World 
War. They issued publications entitled  Iz ljubljanske 
šole za arhitekturo [From the Ljubljana School of 
Architecture] (1923, 1925, 1927), presenting students' 
and professors' projects.
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PLEČNIK’S HOUSE TODAY

Our intention was to present Plečnik’s house in the original form Plečnik left it in 
1957. Of great help to the reconstruction were documentary photographs taken 
soon after his death.

Plečnik’s house at 4 Karunova Street is located just 1 metre away from a vast 
parish church garden. From the street side of Karunova street the brick façade 
with inserted details of cut stone from different periods draws attention to the 
fact that this is the house of an artist. The façade was designed by Plečnik in the 
1930s with the help of his student Edvard Mihevc. Through the iron gate in the 
northern part of the house a path leads us to the main entrance in the house. 
The pavement consists of concrete panels left over from construction of the 
stadium, while the roofing is made of cheap undulating asbestos shingles; the 
artist thereby simply did away with the annoying cleaning of snow and ensured 
dry access to the entrance. The entrance veranda was arranged in 1927, and at 
first it had an opening in the wooden roofing which is now indicated by a dormer. 
Plečnik wanted to create the impression of the atrium of a Roman house, and 
along the wall of the old house he planted vines and ivy, which are still growing 
today. Upon entering the room, the visitor is overwhelmed by the monumentali-
ty of the columns, erected in three pairs along the longitudinal walls. Plečnik was 
always interested in the motif of the column erected beside a glass wall. Nu-
merous objects are arranged around us, with each carrying their own interesting 
story. To the left of the door a stone base carries the sculpture of St. Joseph, 
the work of the sculptor Božo Pengov, which originally adorned the altar of the 
pavilion of Jožamurka in the park of the Begunje castle in the Gorenjska region; it 
was brought from there to Plečnik‘s house after the Second World War.35 During 
the warmer months, Plečnik liked to chat with his closest friends on the wooden 

35 Hrausky, Koželj, Prelovšek, Plečnikova Slovenija 
[Plečnik's Slovenia], p. 102. 

New entrance to the complex  
of Plečnik's houses
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bench beside a simple table whose surface is made of Podpeč stone. Different 
capitals placed one upon the other serve as the table‘s foot. All around lie dif-
ferent samples of stone, older architectural fragments, Roman tegulas and other 
finds from ancient Emona, statuettes, clay and plaster models. The image of the 
crucified Saviour placed on a wall draws special attention and speaks of his deep 
religiousness. The sculpture was designed by Božo Pengov along with the two 
angels fixed to the column beside the wall.

Several steps lead to the house‘s entrance door that brings us to the long hall-
way of Plečnik‘s extension to the old house. The space axis concludes with the 
conservatory on the southern side of the house, which was built in 1929.

Across from a wooden staircase, the door on the left side of the hall brings us to 
a modestly furnished kitchen, positioned in the old part of the house. Beside the 
brick stove, the few pieces of furniture in the kitchen were designed by Plečnik 
himself: chairs, a simple cupboard and a low chest of drawers covered with a 
heavy stone plate. He particularly liked the chair with a foldable shelf placed in the 
corner by the stove, where he liked to warm himself, do sketches and read. Also 
very special is the washbasin placed in the corner and made from artificial stone.

From the kitchen we step back into the hallway and through a double door 
straight into the rounded space of his study and bedroom, which are the areas 
the architect‘s personality left the greatest impact on. Attention is drawn by 
the wooden architrave leaning on the portals of the hidden wardrobe on one 
side of the room and the bathroom on the other and symbolically dividing the 
room into the sleeping and working parts. The motif is taken from Etruscan 
architecture. The large working surface of the table, leaning on sawhorses, and 
fixed with a vertical wooden panel, is covered with numerous paraphernalia: the 

Plečnik's work and sleeping room
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drawing kit, different clay models, little boxes, guidebooks, little bottles and his 
famous wide-brimmed, black hat. There are also a box of Drava cigarettes and a 
coffee cup, his indispensable accompaniment during the long hours of designing. 
Among the objects there is even a tennis ball which was his dog Sivko‘s toy. The 
right-hand part of the table is marked by the stylised bronze head of an eagle 
with wings and a cross, ornamented in semi-precious stones36 and standing on 
a base of Podpeč stone. The table’s left corner is dominated by a lamp veiled 
with fabric. Rising above the table there is a brass candlestick adorned with a 
dragon‘s head which at the top ends with the wooden figure of a winged ox on 
the pedestal, composed of a cube and a sphere. In Christianity, the ox is a symbol 
of St. Luke, and also of humility, devotion and renunciation. These are the virtues 
that characterise the architect himself.

One of the cupboards on the wall displays a photograph of Zacherl house in 
Vienna Plečnik built in 1905, and on top of the second cupboard there are two 
bronze portrait medallions that represent his brothers Andrej and Janez and were 
modelled by Plečnik himself. Beside the very entrance to the room on the right 
there is a simple wooden framework with nine fields, and just as many precious 
Japanese wood engravings that a friend, Ivan Jager, gave him.37 At the entrance to 
the bathroom there is a wooden framework with the remains of Roman frescoes 
which are inserted into the plaster plate as a mosaic. The fragments were found 
at the excavations of Roman Emona, and Plečnik himself wrote on the label on 
the right side of the frame: „Roman from Mirje“.

A modest bed is placed opposite the table with the headpiece facing East, and 
above it there is an in-built closet containing a rich library. He was interested 
in books and journals concerned with the history of art, primarily architecture. 
There is more room for books on the shelves and in concealed closets under 
and in between the windows on the western side of the room. By the bed there 
is an interesting brick furnace in the shape of a section of an ellipse; the tiles 
were designed by Plečnik himself. Between the bed and the furnace there is a 
free-standing iron cross with a candlestick, and next to it an old barber‘s chair 
from his brother-in-law‘s salon, that served him for putting books on top of.

From the oval room one step leads to a small room where a bathroom is arranged. 
According to Plečnik‘s idea, this place was originally meant to be the bedroom in 
the shape of a monk‘s cell. Instead of washing in the bath tub that was built in at 
a later time, he preferred to wash with water from jugs, according to the Kneipp 
method. The furnace and the wardrobe are beautiful examples of his approach to 
design which stems from the natural language of the material and shows sensible 
use of the form. Particularly original is the design of the wardrobe with its decora-
tive hardware fittings and foldable shelves designed for keeping underwear.

Most of the furniture and internal equipment designed by Plečnik in 1927–1928  
is made of pinewood.

From the round room described above, we re-enter the hallway whose axis links 
the entrance veranda with the conservatory. Plečnik hung a simple, one-wing 

36 Plečnik designed this figure as an ending of the 
flagpole for the Catholic gymnastic society Orli  
[the Eagles]; it is assumed that he retained one  
of the casts for himself.

37 Ivan Jager (1871–1959) a Slovenian architect who later 
lived in Minneapolis in the USA; he and Plečnik had 
vast correspondence.
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cross with the figure of the Saviour above the passage to the conservatory. 
On the right wall there is a graphic portrait of his teacher Otto Wagner with 
his famous motto: ARTIS SOLA DOMINA NECESSITAS38 and the year 1900. The 
opposite wall carries the photograph of the Greek temple in Paestum, a gift from 
Alice Masarykova.39 The entrance to the lavatory on the left is indicated by the 
washbasin in the hall. Just in front of the staircase a coat-hanger is fastened with 
adjustable pegs for hats, a typical example of late historical furniture.

Plečnik received his rare guests in the small reception room. The walls are cov-
ered in pine panelling up to the ceiling, which makes the room look homely and 
warm. By the southern window two built-in closests are hidden, one to the right 
and one to the left. Beside the improvised table there are only two chairs, and in 
the corner there is a prototype of the chair designed for the meeting room of the 
Mutual Insurance Company (Vzajemna zavarovalnica). The table is adorned with 
an outstanding bronze sculpture of a dragon on a tower that Plečnik designed for 
the plaque of the Honourable Citizen of Ljubljana which he himself was awarded 
in 1939. A metal chandelier on the ceiling belongs to Plečnik‘s Viennese period 
that was marked by the Secession. Behind the door there is a special built-in 
brick furnace with a built-in oblong metal water heater in its central part. When 
the furnace warmed up, the water also became warm. At the side of it there is 
a comfortable bench with Plečnik‘s spinning wheel from planed wood in the 
corner. The walls are decorated with two of Plečnik‘s portraits in charcoal, the 
first is signed by his Viennese friend Josef Engelhardt (in 1908), and the second, 
hung behind the door, was made by Ferdinand Andri (in 1905) and was created 
as a draft for the picture of St. Paul.

The window on the eastern wall is veiled by round stained glass inserted into a 
wooden frame. On sunny mornings a mystical light floods the room. This wall 

38 Necessity is art's only mistress.
39 Alice Masarykova (1879–1966), the daughter of the 

president of Czechoslovakia who entrusted Plečnik 
with the renovation of the Prague castle, was a 
liberal intellectual, a teacher and sociologist, and 
due to President's Masaryk being over-occupied 
with statesman's tasks, it was her that forwarded to 
Plečnik the proposals of the renewal which he and 
her father had discussed.

The honorary citizen of Ljubljana Award, 
1939

The small drawing room
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carries different gifts from Plečnik‘s friends: Matko Prelovšek gave him a cuckoo 
clock, and Niko Sadnikar, an antiquities collector from Kamnik, gave him a picture 
with a view of Velesovo and a metal bas-relief from the Mekinje monastery.

On the opposite side of the small reception area at the end of the hall, the 
surprisingly high and bright space of the staircase opens up on the right side. 
The circular staircase moves around its cylindrical centre, and most light comes 
through the window in the southern wall. The walls are ornamented with two 
wooden frames each with nine fields filled with photographs of masterpieces 
of antique and Renaissance Italian architecture. Plečnik brought them from his 
study trip to Italy, where he resided in 1898 using the grant he had been awarded 
with for being the best graduate under professor Otto Wagner. In the corner 
of the staircase there is a statuette of the Czech royal lion on a sphere, fixed to 
the top of a tall metal stick with a heavy marble plate serving as the base. The 
wall is also adorned with two white Secession wooden frames with two minute 
pictures under the thick-cut glass. Plečnik arranged several wooden and plaster 
scale models and clay models on top of the wooden staircase railing. Particularly 
beautiful is the statuette of St. George. He received it in 1932 as a present for his 
60th anniversary, and the wooden base for it was made by Anton Suhadolc.40 On 
the upper floor level there is a ring going around the staircase cylinder, with an 
arrangement of different decorative plants.

At the top of the staircase there is a door on the right side leading to the small 
study that served Plečnik as a depository for his designs. Later, the room was 
used as a study by his nephew Karel Matkovič, who had moved into the house 
after Plečnik‘s death. In the room wooden shelves are placed on ingeniously 
built metal holders. The wall is also embellished by a photographic portrait of 
Plečnik‘s mother Helena to whom Plečnik was particularly attached. By the 40 Krečič , Plečnik in jaz [Plečnik and me], p. 182.

View of the stairway

Statuette of St George, 1932
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southern window there is an interesting, adjustable bed and a metal flower 
stand crowned at the top by a sculpture of the Ljubljana dragon.

Beside the study on the right side of the hallway there is the lavatory with an 
enamelled washbasin fixed to the wall in the hall in front of the door.

On the left side, there is the entrance to the upper round room designed for 
Plečnik‘s younger brother Janez. To the right of the entrance to the room there 
are two in-built triangular closets reaching into the space with their narrow 
sides. Between them, Plečnik placed his brother‘s bed and later replaced it with a 
large study table. Originally, the centre of the room was occupied by Janez‘ piano. 
After his departure, Plečnik arranged the drafting room here and placed a work 
desk in it. The design of the wooden ceiling is interesting for its use of dynami-
cally twisted cassette fields. When in 1943 the Germans closed the door of the 
Faculty by force, Plečnik arranged the drafting room in this room, where during 
the Second World War his students came to draw. During that time, some tables 
were brought there from the Faculty of Architecture, along with some chairs and 
also a part of the library. The view is attracted by different objects displayed on 
the desks. Apart from drawing utensils: rulers, curve rulers, pencils, inks, brushes, 
ink bottles etc., a table light and a brass coffee grinder can be found. 

High wardrobes stand to the left by the entrance, and behind them there is a door 
to the small study whose equipment was not preserved. From the study there is 
the exit to the balcony, where a beautiful view of the garden opens up to the west.

At the top of the three-piece wardrobe there are: a model of Mary‘s column for 
St. James Square, a metal model of a church and a wooden model of an altar. On 
top of the triangular wardrobes there are two wooden scale models of round 
temples. Plečnik had them made during World War Two, and they later inspired 

Drawing office in the upper round room

Drawing tools and instruments
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him in the design of the unrealised Prešern mausoleum in the village of Vrba in 
Gorenjska and his last work, the garden pavilion for the Brioni islands.

The round room is also decorated with a tall cylindrical brick furnace. Under the 
four windows looking to the west, there is room for drawers and bookshelves.

The house is marked by the master‘s constant research spirit and asceticism, and 
many an architectural experiment later turned out to be the right solution for his 
later work. In his report to Suhadolc, Plečnik himself calls his house an »experi-
mental mistbeet – not a building«,41 that is, a testing hotbed. He tested different 
combinations of home-produced materials and their treatments, as equipment 
he often used construction elements and prototypes of his other projects. A fine 
example is his conservatory that he built adjacent to the house in 1929 on its 
southern side. From the dark staircase leading to the basement, a low passage 
with a semi-circular arch leads to the conservatory. Plečnik had to break through 
the southern wall of the house to make the connection. The window frames from 
reinforced concrete are placed on a low cornice with the necessary reinforcement 
at the corners. The four pillars in front of the glass wall were planned for the 
staircase of the People‘s Savings and Loans Bank in Celje that was then being 
built. The winter garden was paved in veneziana, where he composed a mosaic 
of different patterns of stones from nearby quarries. Further, he placed a hot air 
furnace made from red brick in the place with a stylised vase beside the hearth 
firebox. This is how he maintained an adequate temperature so that the Mediter-
ranean plants he liked so much could also be kept alive on cold winter days.

He placed the exit to the garden on the northern side against the wall of the 
extension. Along the roof of the conservatory he trained a line of the grapevine; 
Emilija Fon from Kostanjevica upon Krka had provided him with different sorts 
of seedlings.

The whole front of the extension was made green with the wild vine that 
typically changes its colour in different seasons of the year. Under the over-
hang of the circular tower on the northern side, the minimised bas-relief of an 
Atlantis is symbolically built in, which is the work of the sculptor Franz Metzner 
who worked with Plečnik on the construction of Zacherl‘s house in Vienna 
(1903–1905).

On the western side of the house he paved a courtyard with the remains of 
stone plates of irregular shapes. Next to the extension there is a stone pillar with 
a vase that serves as a drinking trough for birds. On the border with the parish 
garden, he put one of the many pillars from Cobbler‘s bridge, concluded with an 
iron cross at the top.

Soon after the First World War, the well-known writer Fran Saleški Finžgar came 
to Trnovo as a priest.42  A deep friendship developed between him and Plečnik. 
They thought there should be no fences between good friends, which is why they 
did not renovate the fence that used to separate the parish garden from that of 
Plečnik. Finžgar often came for a visit. Plečnik liked his simple colloquial language, 
full of sayings and ingenuities, and his enthusiasm for any spiritual work.

41 Ibid., p. 74.
42 Fran Saleški Finžgar (1871–1962), who was the priest 

in Trnovo in 1918–1936.
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From the house straight paths lead to the garden that stretches to the west. 
They are edged with simple concrete water pipes, with the central one leading 
past the rock garden on one side and the beehive on the other to the vegetable 
garden. This is how the garden gradually passes from architectural orderliness to 
nature. For Plečnik, the garden was a place of rest and inspiration.

Even today, Plečnik‘s house is considered a unique place in memory of this 
extraordinary artist, as well as a place of inspiration for different generations 
that know how to tune in to the numerous stories it tells.

By being registered on UNESCO’s World Heritage List, Plečnik‘s heritage will 
receive confirmation of its artistic and unique universal value, and no doubt 
gain even greater recognition globally. The first step in the comprehensive and 
complex process of making a nomination for registration has been done. At the 
beginning of 2015 under the title Brezčasna humanistična arhitektura Jožeta Plečni-
ka v Ljubljani in Pragi [Timeless humanist architecture by Jože Plečnik in Ljubljana 
and in Prague], both the Republic of Slovenia and the Czech Republic successfully 
submitted the text of the project of nominating the construction and urban 
design works of the architect Jože Plečnik for registration on the trial UNESCO list 
of world cultural and natural heritage in the World Heritage Centre in Paris.

View into the winter garden
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